NEWS about ASAHI MACHINERY EUROPE GmbH
After our company’s name was changed to ASAHI MACHINERY EUROPE GmbH and
the company was restructured, the next step of our activities in 2011 was to move to a
new office building in connection with the expansion of our spare parts stock, which
provides now a three times higher storage capacity.

We are happy to inform that Mr Frank Schumann
has joined our service team. As a senior service technician
with many years of experience in servo-electronics of paper
processing machines, PLC systems and VPN, Mr Schumann
completes our highly qualified service team in these special
fields.

Expansion of the European Sales Network
The Netherlands and Czech Republic
By the end of last year we have appointed Mr Marcel Termaat
as our agent and contact person for the Netherlands and Czech
Republic. After more than 13 years of experience in the
corrugated industry, Mr Termaat has set up his own business
CorruSystems. Among well-known companies like JB Machinery,
HF Technologie for prefeeders and DÜCKER Transport
Systems, Mr Termaat represents now also ASAHI MACHINERY
EUROPE GmbH.
He can be contacted by tel. no. 0031 (0) 6 12372900 and
mtermaat@corrusystems.nl.

Italy
In October 2010 we have appointed Mr Marco Visani as our agent for the Italian market.
Mr Visani’s company Logics s.r.l. successfully represents well-known makes in the
corrugated industries of Italy.
He can be contacted by phone, tel. no. 0039 348 0513 174 and marco.visani@logics.it.
Turkey
Since the beginning of 2011 Mr Tunc Erman is covering the market in Turkey as agent
for ASAHI MACHINERY EUROPE GmbH. His experience in the corrugated business
started already in the early 90ths. Mr Erman’s company MERIDYEN MAKINA was
founded in 2009. Among various well-known international manufacturers doing business
in Turkey, Mr Erman now also represents ASAHI MACHINERY EUROPE GmbH in
Turkey.
He can be contacted by phone, tel. no. 0090 532 306 65 36 and terman34@gmail.com.
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